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Hey Deborah it’s Barb, I was just calling to 
let you know I won’t make it over tonight, Phil 
and I have our weekly Sunday night sex talk
class at 7:00 and afterwards we’re 
having some alone time.



I don’t know Barb, since Bob died 
my romantic relationships haven’t 
been so great. It’s just not the 
same as it was when
Bob was alive.



Oh no Deb, what do you mean?  That’s what this 
class is all about.  There are ways to spice up your
“boring” relationships, just come check it out. 



Well, I’ll give it a try…but I’m 
not promising anything. 



You don’t have to, I’ll see you there.



Deb, I’m so glad you made it…I know you 



Okay everybody…welcome to 
Sunday night Sex Talk…let’s start by
hearing some of the things you all, as 
elderly, believe about elderly and sex



Not to mention Not to mention 
that women that women 
feel sex is feel sex is 
undignified undignified 
and and 
disgracefuldisgraceful. . 

I heard my granddaughter say the I heard my granddaughter say the 
other day thatother day that

elders are too old to have sex.elders are too old to have sex.
And that they have lost their And that they have lost their 

sexual desires and are physically sexual desires and are physically 
unable to perform.unable to perform.



And that men are And that men are 
considered considered 

dirty old men.dirty old men.



For women 37% are sexually active,For women 37% are sexually active,
62% say sex is equally satisfying as 62% say sex is equally satisfying as 

it was at 40 yrs. Also women are it was at 40 yrs. Also women are 
not sexually active often because not sexually active often because 
they do not have a partner.they do not have a partner.

Oh, and 69% of women say sex is Oh, and 69% of women say sex is 
equally as emotionally satisfying as equally as emotionally satisfying as 

it was at 40 yrs. And 47% say sex it was at 40 yrs. And 47% say sex 
is important to a relationship.is important to a relationship.

Okay…well what are some 
statistics you know about sex 

and elderly?

For men 61% are sexual active,For men 61% are sexual active,
61% say sex is better than or 61% say sex is better than or 

equal to what it was at 40 yrs. equal to what it was at 40 yrs. 
And 76% say sex is equally And 76% say sex is equally 
emotionally satisfying as it was emotionally satisfying as it was 
at 40 yrs.at 40 yrs.

72% of men say sex is important 72% of men say sex is important 
to a relationshipto a relationship



Okay, thatOkay, that’’s very good s very good 
informationinformation……now now 
letlet’’s look at STDs. A s look at STDs. A 
lot of elderly donlot of elderly don’’t t 
see themselves as at see themselves as at 
risk for an STD, but risk for an STD, but 
there are risksthere are risks..

HIV is on the rise with HIV is on the rise with 
seniors.seniors.
A collapsed uterus can A collapsed uterus can 
complicate penetration and complicate penetration and 
vaginal dryness can lead to vaginal dryness can lead to 
increased incidence of increased incidence of 
sexually transmitted sexually transmitted 
diseases.diseases.

http://www.aarpmagazine.org/people/dropping_by_joan_didion.html


I can also add thatI can also add that
Incontinence, heart disease, Incontinence, heart disease, 

diabetes and diabetes and 
medication can contribute to medication can contribute to 

erectile dysfunctionerectile dysfunction

Did you ladies
have a question?



11%11%--15% of Aids cases occurred in people over age 5015% of Aids cases occurred in people over age 50

And it shows no And it shows no 
decline for older decline for older 
women.women.

I was just
going to say
that 60% of
60y/o have 

Sex at least
3 times a 
month and 
it levels off
in their 80s

2/3 of2/3 of
elderly elderly 
are veryare very
satisfied satisfied 
and 1/3 and 1/3 

were neverwere never
satisfied.satisfied.

http://www.aarpmagazine.org/health/skincare_erase_ten_years.html


ThatThat’’s rights right……did you also know that did you also know that 
good sex prompts the release of substances good sex prompts the release of substances 
that boost immune system and releases that boost immune system and releases 
endorphins that act as a pain killer (endorphins make you endorphins that act as a pain killer (endorphins make you 

happy)? Good sex also reduces anxiety and benefits the happy)? Good sex also reduces anxiety and benefits the 
heart and lungs by increasing heart and lungs by increasing 

breathing and circulation that helps us relax and feel good.breathing and circulation that helps us relax and feel good.



See Betty, I 
told you sex

was good

WHOA!

I didn’t
Know 
that



Sexual education is very important no matter your age so never Sexual education is very important no matter your age so never 
be afraid to ask questions. Also, because be afraid to ask questions. Also, because 

YouYou’’re elderly does not mean you canre elderly does not mean you can’’t get an STD, so t get an STD, so 
remember to practice good condom use and encourage your remember to practice good condom use and encourage your 
friends to do the same.friends to do the same.

Alright!  Let’s calm down, 
it’s about time to end 
class for today.  But

before we say goodbye
here is some advice to 

take with you.

http://www.aarpmagazine.org/people/dropping_by_joan_didion.html

